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Life’s simple joys, family recipes, and centuries-old traditions
are the main themes in this issue of ABRUZZISSIMO.

Easter will be more intimate and quiet this year without the
usual big celebrations in Abruzzo. Everyone is staying in the
safety of their homes as we are still waiting for normal life to
resume. However, that doesn’t mean we cannot enjoy comfor-
ting family feasts of traditional hearty dishes. In this issue, we
share with our readers three of Abruzzo’s best Easter recipes:
pizza di Pasqua from Magliano de’ Marsi, fiadoni and fraungelle. 

We take you to Campotosto to meet a rebel who has been revi-
ving the local weaving tradition to create beautiful textiles and
garments. Walk with us around Pretoro in search of hidden
treasures and discover the town’s long history. Climb up to the
formidable fortress of Civitella del Tronto. Sample the world’s
best rosé wine — made in Abruzzo. Read about a Finnish couple
who live a simple rural life in a borgo that they’ve been slowly
restoring, stone by stone, learning one skill at a time. 

I have been getting many emails from readers asking about the
practicalities of moving and living in Abruzzo, so I decided to
start a new column where experts will answer your queries. In
this issue, we start with healthcare options available in the
region. Send your questions to me at editor@abruzzissimo.com
and I will invite professionals to cover the topics in detail.

Thank you to everyone who has sent donations to ABRUZZIS-
SIMO. You are helping me to grow the publication and bring you
high-quality content in English not available anywhere else. If
you want to become a supporter of ABRUZZISSIMO and cont-
ribute to the magazine’s upkeep, donate here.

Enjoy the April issue!
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HELP TO PRESERVE MEMORIES
OF ABRUZZO’S CINEMARI

 
More than 1200 households across the world
tuned in for an exclusive viewing of the docu-
mentary La Vita De’Na Vota (Life Once Upon a
Time) by the award-winning filmmaker Julian
Civiero that we organised for our readers. 

Julian is working on his next documentary,
Cinemari, that follows the journey of cinema in
rural Abruzzo. In the 1940s and 50s, long be-
fore television arrived in small villages, the
cinemari were the men who brought outdoor
cinema to village festivals. Every Abruzzese 
has their own memory of the cinema in piazza
— it's part of the traditional life of the village.
Their stories illustrate a time of innocence
when the magic and mystery of cinema was a
world away from the hard lives of labour in the
fields.

Julian Civiero is running a fundraising cam-
paign on Kickstarter to finish the film. By
contributing even as little as €12 you can help
him to capture history unique to Abruzzo and
record the stories of the dying art of cinemari.
The campaign is “all or nothing” — so unless 
we help Julian reach the goal, he won’t get the
money. See the trailer for the documentary and
donate here. 

The tour cooperative Il Bosso  has deve-
loped a new route for exploring Abruzzo.
The 100 km-long itinerary runs through
the region’s most picturesque corners:
Valle del Tirino, Rocca Calascio, the
towns of Ofena, Castel del Monte, Santo
Stefano di Sessanio, Navelli, and Cape-
strano. It can be followed by bike, foot, 
or on horse back. Watch their detailed
presentation video in English to learn
some interesting facts about the area,
plan your next trip, or simply dream
about the times when we can travel and
explore again. 

ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine is organising
a series of webinars for those who want
to move to Abruzzo and renovate a pro-
perty here. We will be inviting leading
experts to talk about elective visas; the
7% tax regime and other tax relief for
non-EU citizens; the towns that are best
suitable to choose if you want to take
advantage of tax breaks; house recon-
struction financial incentives such as
Superbonus 110%, Ecobonus, and
others. Keep an eye on our website for
the upcoming webinar announcements. 

WEBINARS ON
MOVING AND LIVING

IN ABRUZZO
 

NEWS & EVENTS
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NEW ITINERARY FOR
SLOW TRAVEL

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1400318305/cinemari
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1400318305/cinemari
http://www.ilbosso.com/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78sxDnBjJ9U&t=701s
https://www.abruzzissimo.com/webinars


An imprint of the biggest theropod
dinosaur that ever lived in the territory
of modern-day Italy has been found on
the slopes of Mount Cagno, near the
town of Rocca di Cambio in Sirente
Velino Regional Park.

A number of imprints were found there
in 2006, but only a few years ago resear-
chers from the National Institute of
Geophysics and Vulcanology managed
to study them in detail with help of a
drone. They realised that one imprint
belonged to an enormous theropod,
similar to the Velociraptor or Tyranno-
saurus (like the ones in the Jurassic
Park!), which roamed the local beaches
about 120 million years ago during the
Cretaceous period — when the climate in
Abruzzo was similar to that of the Baha-
mas. Palaeontologists believe that the
dinosaur was resting, as they can clearly
see the metatarsus bones and the ankle
joint in the imprint, which measures over
135 cm in length. Other indentations
around it also belong to theropod dino-
saurs, albeit smaller ones. Most likely
they were walking slowly in shallow
waters on a soft, muddy surface.

The site is at an altitude of 1900 metres
in a remote location but can be reached
on foot in summer. The trek is not
particularly difficult, but is long — over
six hours — and not marked, so it is
better to tackle it with an experienced
mountain guide. Abruzzo Wild organises
small group treks to see the famous
dinosaurs’ imprints. Local authorities
hope to develop the trail as a tourism
attraction in the near future.

WELCOME TO JURASSIC
PARK . . . ABRUZZO STYLE

DID YOU KNOW?

TRADITIONAL BAKING
WITH OLIVE OIL

N E W S  &  E V E N T S

With just a few humble ingredients,
you can make delicious centuries-old
dishes. Join Abruzzo With Gusto’s
virtual cooking classes on April 15
and 22 to learn how to make two
versions, sweet and savoury, of
tarallucci al vino and different types
of the ancient pizza scima with just
flour, olive oil, wine, and a few other
simple ingredients. Only eight places
per class are available, so book in
advance. See the details and book
the classes on Abruzzo With Gusto
website.

DO YOU ENJOY READING
ABRUZZISSIMO?

BECOME A
SUPPORTER!

DONATE 

HERE
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Entering Assunta’s small but welcoming
workshop, La fonte della tessitura in
Campotosto, in the province of L'Aquila, is
like stepping back in time. In a small room
heated only by a wood stove, surrounded
by her creations — colourful local yarns,
fabrics dyed with natural colours, warm
hand-made jackets or cosy slippers —
Assunta tells her story to customers and
many journalists who visit her. Assunta is

A WEAVING REBEL FROM
CAMPOTOSTO
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By Enrica Di Battista

More than twenty years ago, Assunta Perilli left her job as an
archaeologist to devote herself entirely to fabric weaving, yarn spinning,

and researching the traditional fabrics made over centuries in the
hinterland of Abruzzo. 

Assunta Perilli in her workshop. Photo
by Nicola Dipierro somewhat of a celebrity, since she made

the kilt given to Prince Charles of England
in 2017 by the association Casa delle
Donne from the nearby town of Amatrice.

GRANDMOTHER’S LOOM

Assunta Perilli began weaving in 2000,
when she found her grandmother's loom,
forgotten and fallen into pieces, in her
cellar. Despite never having seen a loom
before, she managed to assemble and 

TRADITION



repair the 19th-century apparatus. She con-
vinced some elderly local women who knew
the art of weaving to teach her the secrets of
the trade. Assunta intentionally chose not to
go to a weaving school but to learn from the
oral tradition, as it was done in the old days. 

The relationship with the elderly ladies was
not idyllic at first. It was as if they had to test
Assunta's true commitment to learning this
art but, after a while, they became like a family
and Assunta calls them "my grandmothers." 
 Over the years, Assunta has become an ex-
pert traditional yarn and fabric weaver, re-
nown for her skills in the mountain areas
between Amatrice and Scanno. 

In 2017, in the aftermath of the earthquake,
she was left without her beloved loom for a
year and had to transfer her workshop to a
wooden hut because her previous studio was
damaged during the tremors (and still has not
been restructured).

She works with two collaborators and is keen
to emphasise that it is her choice to remain a
small artisanal operation instead of, perhaps,
transferring the business to a big city. It
doesn’t make sense to follow the weaving
traditions of the mountain villages away from
this environment, she says. Not selling her
creations online is another decision she made
consciously. Her philosophy is “if you are
interested in my work, come to Campotosto,
get to know the place.” 

NEVER STOP LEARNING

Assunta never stops learning and trying new
things. After studying and cataloguing the
local wool supply chain, the tireless weaver
reconstructed and catalogued the traditional
flax to linen supply and production chain, from
cultivation to spinning. When a centenarian
from the village, nonna Laurina, died her
granddaughter found a sachet of flax seeds
that she gave to Assunta, inspiring her to
begin experimenting with flax cultivation. 

T R A D I T I O N

Linen textiles woven by Assunta  Perilli
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Making linen yarn by hand. Photo by  Claudio 
dell Osa



Perilli also collaborated with the faculty of
experimental archaeology of the University 
of Rome La Sapienza to study spinning and
weaving methods of prehistoric men and
Etruscans. In 2018, she reconstructed and
wove an old traditional costume, which she
showed in a fashion show along with other
dresses from fabrics woven on the loom by
her and her collaborators — a success that
took months and months of work.

QUIET REBELLION

Nowadays, we often wear fabrics mass-
produced by underpaid workers or, worse, 
by child-slaves on the other side of the world,
and sold in rich countries at bargain prices;
weaving on a loom and making a living from 
it is like going against the tide and a choice to
be admired.

“Working on the loom is revolutionary, an act
of rebellion. It has been my firm belief since I
started weaving, and people thought I was
crazy,” says Assunta. “My mother was not
happy about it because everyone in the village
was saying, ‘She has graduated university and
now wants to work on the loom?!’ because
weaving was always seen as a tiring job for
women, not even a job but a pastime, for
subsistence. Even my ‘grandmothers’ believed
it at the beginning and when they heard that 
a client commissioned a blanket would
wonder why they didn’t buy a ready-made one.
The nonnas knew how much work it was
going to be making one and thought I would
get too tired.”

REINTERPRETING THE CAPE

Nowadays, many of Assunta’s clients in big
cities wear what she calls the revised Ab-
ruzzesse cape. “In the past, in villages of the
Monti della Laga area, women’s place of ori-
gin could be identified by the colours and type
of the cape (mantarella) they wore,” she
explains. “In Campotosto, the mantarella was
black with white stripes and one red stripe. I
weave fabrics in those colours to make skirts,

scarves, or tippets. With the blessing of my
‘grandmothers,’ I reinterpret the traditional
garment from my town in Abruzzo’s hinterland
into clothes that can be worn anywhere.” 

Despite the earthquake and depopulation that
have been ravaging many towns and villages 
in the Apennines, life goes on in Campotosto.
Every year, Assunta Perilli organizes the Flax
Festival and the Mazzapuregliu Festival. The
mazzapuregliu in traditional beliefs is a mis-
chievous gnome with a red cap. This magic
figure recurs in childhood memories of all locals:
when any unpleasant event happened, it was
blamed on the mazzapuregliu. During the
festival, participants make mazzapuregliu and
the best one is chosen at the end.

For more information about Assunta’s
workshop, visit her blog and Facebook page. 

Enrica Di Battista is an Abruzzo-based
journalist working for the Italian news agency
ANSA. She is the founder of Abruzzo Travel and
Food.
 
The article was first published on Abruzzo Travel
and Food. Translated and edited by Anna
Lebedeva.

T R A D I T I O N

Weaving wool textile
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https://www.facebook.com/lafontedellatessitura/
https://www.abruzzotravelandfood.com/


Located on the northern border of Abruzzo,
less than 20 km north of the city of Teramo,
Civitella del Tronto sits 600 metres above sea
level, affording panoramic views that include
the Adriatic from your perch on the city’s main
piazza, Piazza Francesco Filippi Pepe. Hope-
fully, you’ll have a spritz or other refreshment
as you take in the view. Because, aside from
seeing the incredible fortress and squeezing
yourself through La Ruetta d’Italia, the nar-
rowest street in Italy, the best things to do in
Civitella del Tronto are relax, eat, and drink.

A DAY IN CIVITELLA DEL TRONTO
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By Linda Dini Jenkins
One of the most beautiful towns in Italy, Civitella del Tronto sits at the
uppermost edge of the Teramo province. With about 5,000 inhabitants

(only 150 in the centro), it is a stunning walled medieval gem — and 
a true culinary destination — that should not be missed.

The origins of Civitella are a bit unclear, but
there have been traces of human existence 
in the area as far back as the Neolithic age.
Because of its strategic location between 
the Kingdom of Naples and the Papal States,
the town has played a key role in the political
affairs of the territory and has withstood long
sieges during the 13th – 16th centuries. In
fact, during the Risorgimento in the 19th cen-
tury, the fortress was the scene of the last
stand of the Kingdom of Naples against the
armies of Garibaldi and the Piedmont. The 
fall of the fortress in 1861 — the last one to
fall — paved the way for the unification and
the ultimate creation of the Kingdom of Italy.

Civitella del Tronto. Photo via 
Comune di Civitella del Tronto

PLACES

https://www.comune.civitelladeltronto.te.it/


LA FORTEZZA DI CIVITELLA DEL TRONTO 

The elliptical shaped Fortress of Civitella is
the largest fortress in all of Italy and the
second largest in Europe (the largest is in
Salzburg, Austria). It is located on the top of
a rocky cliff, stands about 500 metres long
and 45 metres wide, and can be seen for
miles around. Building began in 1564 and
took 12 years to complete. The fortress
remains largely unchanged since its original
layout, although some restoration occurred,
most importantly when the power shifted
from the House of Hapsburg to the House of
Bourbon in the 1700s. 

According to Luciano Di Gregorio, writing in
Italy:Abruzzo, “Its dominance over the
surrounding area ended with the struggles
over the birth of the modern Italian state . . .”
Largely ignored until the early 1970s — when
a restoration program began which lasted 10
years — the fortress has been open to the
public as a museum since 1985 under the
auspices of the Historical Society of
L’Aquila.

The best way to see the fortress is with a
guide, who will lead you through the history,
the ruins, and the still in-tact rooms which
include well-curated displays of weaponry,
cannons, uniforms, maps, and historic arti-
artifacts dating back centuries. With its large

outdoor venues, conference hall, and exhi-
bition spaces, the fortress is used for many
different kinds of events throughout the year
including concerts, weddings, and historical
pageants. After your tour, walk around the
walls for some stunning views of the valley
below and, on a clear day, the sea. You can
tour the fortress online from the comfort of
your home.

Tours in English can be booked in advance. 
Tel.: 0039 320 8424540. E-mail: biglietteria@
fortezzadicivitella.it

LA RUETTA: DO IT BEFORE YOU EAT!

Civitella del Tronto, one of the best-preserved
villages in Italy, is home to many beautiful
cobblestoned streets, a few notable churches,
and lots of historic, charming buildings. But it
is also famous for being the site of the nar-
rowest street in all of Italy, known locally as La
Ruetta. Everyone has to try to squeeze through
(usually, sideways) and have a photo taken.
It’s just one of the things you do. In your
navigator enter the address “Via della Ruetta,
4” to find it.

MUSEO NINA

Civitella’s textile museum is a unique collec-
tion of more than 3,000 pieces, relating to all
aspects of the decorative arts, created to pre-
serve and celebrate the city’s noble past. Lo-
cated not far from La Ruetta, the museum
holds one of the largest collections of Italian
textile and fashion history, spanning the late 

P L A C E S

La Fortezza di Civitella del Tronto . Photo via 
Comune di Civitella del Tronto
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WHAT TO SEE

http://www.fortezzadicivitella.it/
http://www.fortezzadicivitella.it/fortezzavt/
mailto:biglietteria@fortezzadicivitella.it
https://www.comune.civitelladeltronto.te.it/


18th century to the post-World War II period. 
It also features a wide range of objects, inclu-
ding Murano glass pins, sewing machines, and
even the green silk blanket that was used du-
ring the Bourbon King Ferdinand II’s visit to the
city in 1832. Tours are in Italian, but Guido, the
museum’s director, is fluent in English and can
help with translating.

Address: Corso G. Mazzini, 75. Tel.: 0039 086
191258 (ticket office), 0039 351 5355800 (for
guided tours in English).
Web: www.museonina.it

CHURCH OF SAN FRANCESCO

Recently restored, the Church of San Fran-
cesco dates back to 13th-14th century but
was transformed in the 18th century to its
current Baroque interior style. Its bell tower,
exquisite rose window, Baroque interior, and
15th century wooden choir stalls make it a
visual delight.

Address: Via Guglielmo Marconi, 1.

CHURCH OF SANTA MARIA DEGLI ANGELI

Near the Museo NINA, the tiny church dates
back to the 14th century, and some claim it 
is the oldest church in town. You’ll find it 
 wedged between some of the beautiful alleys,
not far from the town centre. It is decorated
with frescoes and houses a dramatic wooden
sculpture of the dead Christ.

Address: Via Giuseppe Mazzini 58.

HOTEL ZUNICA 1880

For four generations, the Zunica family has
been welcoming guests to this extraordinary
former 17th century palace. It was opened
as a hotel in 1880 and has been run by the
Zunica family ever since. Current owner
Daniele Zunica, along with his front-of-the-
house manager Maurizio Neri, and his two
amazing young chefs — Sabatino Lattanzi
and Luca di Felice — provide world-class
hospitality and incredible cuisine based on
traditional recipes. They also have a wel-
coming bar for aperitivi and amari if you
want to relax after a day of explorations.

Address: Piazza Filippi Pepe, 11.  Tel.: 0039
086 191319.
Web: www.zunica1880ristorantehotel.it

P L A C E S
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Museo NINA

WHERE TO EAT AND DRINK

A street in the town. Photo by Clare Lusher.

http://www.museonina.it/
http://www.zunica1880ristorantehotel.it/


P L A C E S

RISTORANTE DA ENRICO

Hearty local dishes and friendly atmos-
phere. The restaurant is famous for its
excellent mushroom dishes and baccalà.

Address: Via Case Deglì Angeli, 22. Tel.:
0039 329 069 6833. 

RISTORANTE COLLE SANTAMARIA

A short simple menu with traditional dishes
such as timballo teramano (a local lasagna)
and chitarra con le pallottine (pasta with tiny
meatballs). Book a table on their terrace to
admire the stunning views over the sur-
rounding countryside. Located only one
kilometre from the fortress, so you can drive
or walk to the restaurant.

Address: Loc. Santa Maria dei Lumi. Tel.:
0039 0861 918210, 0039 3486283456.
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ILLUMINATI WINERY

Make a point of driving out to the countryside
to visit the DOC Controguerra wine region.
One of my favorite wineries here, Illuminati,
has a very popular Cabernet-Montepulciano
blend, a Pecorino, and several rare white
blends. It’s definitely worth the trip for a
tasting. The wines are not cheap, but they’re
perfect for special meals. All in all, it’s a
brilliant accompaniment to a magical stay in
Civitella del Tronto.

Guided tours and tastings in English can  be
booked in advance.

Address: C.da S. Biagio, 18, Controguerra.
Tel.: 0039 086 1808008.
Web: www.illuminativini.com 

The town from above. Photo via 
Comune di Civitella del Tronto

Linda Dini Jenkins leads small tours to Italy
and blogs about travel at Travel Italy The
Write Way.

https://www.illuminativini.com/en-i-vigneti.html
http://www.illuminativini.com/
http://www.illuminativini.com/
https://www.comune.civitelladeltronto.te.it/
http://www.travelitalythewriteway.com/


It takes strong legs to climb up from the
first house to the top of the town, as there
are more than 1,407 steep steps, but it is
certainly worth the effort.

Pretoro is located in an ancient beech
forest, with trees up to 35 meters high (as
tall as a 10-storey building!). The oldest one
is believed to be 500 years old and is
known as “The Great Beech.” As a result,
woodworking has always been the main
activity in the town. Local masters made
spindles, kitchen utensils, and chairs. It was
said that in all of Abruzzo and beyond  

A TREASURE HUNT IN PRETORO
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By Michela Portacci
Pretoro is a small, picturesque town perched on the eastern slopes 

of the Maiella Mountain which offers an exciting itinerary for 
families, young and adult explorers alike. 

there were no better woodturners than the
ones from Pretoro for making spindles, which
were used for spinning sheep wool into yarn.

HIDDEN SPINDLES AND
NOOKS

To celebrate this traditional craft and to
guide the tourists in their discovery of the
town, the local tourist office (Pro loco) has
placed wooden spindles around the old part
of Pretoro for curious visitors to find them.
How many spindles can you find? See the
total number of hidden spindles at the end 
of the article. 

Map of Pretoro (via Visitpretoro.info)

P L A C E S

http://visitpretoro.info/en


Walking through the narrow streets flanked
by medieval stone houses, you can glimpse
beautiful views of the distant sea and stone
lions observing you from the balconies. As
you walk, you might hear music coming from
some windows, as many of the 875 town
inhabitants play at least one musical inst-
rument, and many of them play in the fa-
mous local marching band. 

There are several ancient archways, gli spor-
ti, that were used as rock shelters where
townsfolk would accommodate seasonal
workers coming to prune trees. They used 
to cook and sleep right there, during cold
medieval winters. If you look carefully you
will see under those arches iron rings, nooks
to store food, cellars for collecting snow to
be used in summer as cold storage. Try to
find a food nook in the town and check its
location in the answers below. 

WOODEN CREATIONS 

There are two places in Pretoro where you
can admire the craftsmanship of local wood-
turners. In the small Art Museum, you will
find a permanent exhibition of Pretoro’s
most famous craftsman, Mastro Tonino. His
wooden models of the Sagrada Familia, Eiffel
Tower, Notre Dame, the local St. Nicholas 
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Clockwise: An ancient nook for storing food; photo 
by Fabrizio Chiavaroli. Spindles by Mastro Tonino; 
the woodturner in his workshop; photos via Mastro 
Tonino/Facebook

P L A C E S

Church, and many others are true master-
pieces. You can also visit his magical work-
shop, where the 90-year-old Mastro Tonino,
surrounded by old tools, wooden toys, and
other creations welcomes visitors with a
smile and shows off his work.

ST. DOMINIC AND THE WOLF

Pretoro’s most famous legend is that of Saint
Dominic, a Benedictine monk who lived in the
mountains nearby in the 11th century and
was renowned for his miracles. According to
legend, two peasants came running to him
asking for help: their child had been taken by
a wolf. Saint Dominic talked to the wolf and
the predator returned the child to his parents.
The whole town rejoiced, and the miracle is
still celebrated every year, on the first Sunday
in May, with the festival  — one of the oldest in
Abruzzo — Festa di San Domenico e Il Lupo.

The celebration starts at 8am with a serpari
(snake catchers) competition (St. Dominic 

https://www.facebook.com/Mastro-Tonino-1772791976367032
https://www.facebook.com/Mastro-Tonino-1772791976367032
https://www.facebook.com/Mastro-Tonino-1772791976367032


was also known for saving people from snake
bites). Men of Pretoro pass their snake-
catching skills on to their sons to mark their
transition to adulthood. There are four cate-
gories for four different snake species and 
four prizes are given to the serpari who caught
the heaviest specimen. The snakes are safely
released back into the wild after the compe-
tition. 

Later in the morning, locals perform a play, La
Sacra Representazione, representing the mi-
racle of San Domenico. There are four main
characters: the farmer, his wife, the wolf, and
the baby — always played by the most recent
newborn in the town. When the wolf carefully
places the infant in the basket (not an easy job,
as the actor holds the baby in his teeth!) the
spectators always applaud. You can see a
video of the play here (fast forward to 39’00 ‘’). 

Head to the Wolf Museum to learn about the
story of St. Dominic and see photos of the play
and the costumes worn by the actors every
year. 

WOLF SANCTUARY

At the top of the town, you will find a large wild-
life area, home to Apennine wolves in need of
care. At the moment, there are four injured
wolves living there. Some of them might be
released into the wild; others will remain here
for the rest of their lives. It is possible to spot 

the resident animals during the guided tour
with a local environmental organisation, Il
Grande Faggio, which manages the sanc-
tuary. One of the wolves released recently
with a GPS collar is already wandering in 
the region of Campania, more than 200 kilo-
metres away, where he made his way in a
short period of time. Try to book your tour in
the afternoon in winter or in the evening in
summer months when the wolves are fed, 
so you can observe them. 

OLD WATERMILLS

Below the town runs the Foro River. If you
follow the path (E2 on the Maiella National
Park’s map) it will bring you to the babbling
river. It is very quiet and you probably won’t
meet anyone on the path but, until 100 years
ago, it was busy with men and donkeys
carrying grains and legumes to the water-
mills. The water from the river moved heavy
stone wheels to make flour. Pretoro had
many mills, with the first ones dating back to
year 1000, as old documents attest; you can
see the ruins of some of them hiding be-
tween the trees. Book a guided tour to learn
their history and learn how the mills worked. 
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A scene from the play with the wolf carrying 
the baby. Photo via Proloco Pretoro

P L A C E S

Pretoro. Photo by Letizia Colasante

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Hf5DfwFXa4&t=2362s
https://www.facebook.com/ProlocoPretoroMirastelle


You can rent e-bikes at the tourist office in
Piazza Madonna della Libera and enjoy the ride
towards the mountain. Once you are at the top,
you can enjoy a view to the sea that you will
never forget. 

The detailed map of Pretoro is available in the
Pro Loco (Tourist Office in Piazza Madonna
della Libera) or online.

There are many events and festivals through-
out the year (when the current restrictions are
lifted): Notti di San Lorenzo in August (tradi-
tional crafts, food, music), Maiella Uttobeer
Fest (a beer festival) in October, and a nativity
scene contest in December. For further infor-
mation, check the local tourism office page.

Art Museum, St. Andrew’s Church, via
Sant’Andrea. 

Bottega di Mastro Tonino, via Fonte Palombo.
Wolf Museum, Via IV Salita Purgatorio, 10.

Wildlife Area of the Apennine Wolf, meeting
point at Via Fonte Palombo, 36. 
Guided tours only (temporarily suspended due
to the current restrictions, English spoken).
You can request customised tours in the area.
For details and bookings call Fabrizio
Chiavaroli at 0039 335 5995995 or email
info@ilgrandefaggio.it.

Watermills. Guided tours in English and Italian.
For details and bookings call Maurizio Fanciulli
at 0039 327 2845473.

1. Hidden spindles. If you find:

- less than 10 spindles: beginner explorer
- from 11 to 20: good job! 
- more than 20: advanced explorer
- 30 spindles: CHAMPION!

2. The food nook is here:  

The guide will take you inside one of the old
mills to show the name of the last owner of the
mill carved in the stone: Pietro Colasante, year
1936.
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An old watermill. Photo by Maurizio Fanciulli

IF YOU GO

ADDRESSES

Michela Portacci works in the regional go-
vernment and is passionate about
promoting Abruzzo and its traditions.

ANSWERS

http://visitpretoro.info/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/map.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/ProlocoPretoroMirastelle/
mailto:info@ilgrandefaggio.it


In 2016, we sold our house in Finland and de-
cided to move to Italy. I was a news editor in
the second biggest newspaper in Finland and
my husband Mikko worked as an engineer at 
a paper mill. Our kids were grown up and I rea-
lised that I didn’t enjoy my job anymore and
wanted to do something else. We talked about
the places that made us feel happy and Italy
was on the top of the list. We thought we’d give
it a try and if it didn’t work we could always go
back. 

First, we went to Sicily but instead of a house
we found a stray puppy who we adopted. Then
we spent some time in Massa Carrara but
couldn’t find the house of our dreams. After 
a year of searching, when I was fed up with 
our search, an old stone house in Abruzzo
advertised online caught our attention. It was
the one and only property we looked at in
Abruzzo and knew straight away it was right, 
so we bought it.

PICCOLO SALVO

The moment we arrived in Abruzzo, saw the
mountains and the village of Fallo in the
province of Chieti, we fell in love. We bought 
a small hamlet (borgo) and called it Piccolo
Salvo, after the stray puppy we picked up in 

Sicily. Piccolo Salvo is three houses, two ruins,
and 1770 square meters of land, myself and
Mikko, our three dogs, and the many cats that
we feed. 

There is also an elderly neighbour, Giovanni,
who lives on our small piazza. His daughter
wanted him to move in with her, but he said:
“Don’t worry, Minna and Mikko will take care 
of me here.” When we found out about this
unknown-to-us agreement, we laughed but
didn’t mind at all. That’s how it is done here,
everyone takes care of each other. 

The houses that we bought are around 200
years old and, according to the villagers, were

F R O M  F I N L A N D  T O  F A L L O  T O
R E S T O R E  A N  O L D  H A M L E T

A search for a simple, genuine life brought a Finnish couple to a small village in
Abruzzo where they have been learning new skills and bringing abandoned

houses back to life.
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By Minna Lymi

PEOPLE

Minna and Mikko Lymi with one of
their dogs, Pipa



it is just how things are done here and we have
to live with that. 

We decided to do as much reconstruction work
by ourselves as possible. Bigger structural jobs
are done by a builder, but everything else is on
us. We recycle as much material as possible
here. It is a slow process and makes us feel
good. 

In my previous life all I did was write about
other people, so It has been an amazing
experience to acquire new skills. I have learnt
how to point stones, make stone walls, grow
tomatoes, take care of chickens, milk goats,
make ricotta and pizzelle waffles like the old
ladies in the village. 

THE VILLAGE

Fallo is small, with only about 70 people living
here full time. We have a hotel, a very good
restaurant, a bar, post office, hairdresser, and a
pharmacy. There are also two churches, which
bells ring every quarter. The hour rings low, the
quarters ring high. In the village we have many
benches where the locals sit down to exchange
news.

The people are here very warm and friendly.
From the moment we moved here, they em-
braced and welcomed us to their community.
My Italian is terrible, but it doesn’t seem to be 
a problem for any of them.

In summer, the village becomes very inter-
national as hundreds and hundreds of people
from all over the world come back to their
holiday homes. We have South Africans, Ca-
nadians, Russians, English, French, and Ame-
ricans here. Some of them had parents or
grandparents from Fallo and they retained a
strong connection to the place; others just 
like the village. Even Michael Madsen, the Holly-
wood actor of Kill Bill fame bought a house
here a few years ago! With so many people,
summers in Fallo are like one long happy
festival.

lived in until the 1960s. It was a poor part of the
village. The families who lived here had some
farm animals, a small olive orchard. Then they
moved somewhere else in Italy, the United
States, and Canada, so the houses were left to
crumble.

You have to be a bit crazy to live like we do. Our
only heating is a wood stove which we also use
for heating water. I used to have long hair but
decided to it cut short because it is easier to
manage. Do we regret moving here? Not for a
second! Every time I come out of the house,
look at the mountains all around, and talk to 
the people in the village, I feel happy. 

LEARNING NEW SKILLS

Going through the Italian bureaucracy was 
the biggest challenge. It took us a long time 
to find an engineer, understand what we could
do with our property and what we couldn’t. We
were very frustrated. But, eventually, it all
settled, and we accepted certain ways because
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The hamlet of Piccolo Salvo 



THE PROJECT

A local stone mason, Settimio, is helping us to
restore the houses. He is teaching us tradi-
tional building techniques and one day we
thought, “Wouldn’t it be great if he could also
teach other people how to restore old stone
houses?!” So the idea of the project Fallo Old
School was born. We got in touch with a Euro-
pean Union Leader group in Finland where I
knew people. They put us in touch with a GAL
(Gruppo di azione locale), a grassroots organi-
sation in our area, who liked the idea. We want
to bring students from Finnish building
schools to learn the skills of local artisans.
The plan is to provide work for the people in
the village because what is good for them is
good for us. We are hoping to bring here
foreign tourists who have already seen Rome
and want to discover and do something new,
as well as Italians who want to disconnect
and escape from big cities. 
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Scenes of local life in Fallo

With the current travel restrictions, we have to
adjust our plans and focus on small workshops
in English for anyone who buys old houses in
Abruzzo and wants to retore them. Hopefully,
we can start doing them this summer.

I have a lot of dreams and plans for our life in
Fallo. I want to get chickens, goats, and a horse.
Mikko bought a hammock which he nicknamed
“Minna’s Shangri-La.” He laughs at me because
I am always talking about putting it up on our
olive trees and having a long nap in it on sum-
mer afternoons. The hammock has been in our
basement for a while, as we are always busy.
During the week we are working on rebuilding
the house; on weekends I always find other
things to do: planting something, pruning olive
trees. But one day, when everything is done, I
will nap in that hammock!  

You can follow Minna and Mikko’s renovation
project on Facebook, Instagram or their blog.
Photos by Minna Lymi.

https://www.facebook.com/lacasadipiccolosalvo
https://www.instagram.com/piccolo_salvo/
http://www.piccolosalvo.com/fi/


It is a warm November afternoon and
Iolanda reminds me again about how lucky
we are to reside on a hill in the village,
catching the sun’s last rays before it sets
behind the Apennine peaks. Taking the
crochet hook from me, she picks up her work
and resumes from where she has left off, her
fingers a blur as she weaves the yarn in and
out, and over and under, while conversing
with me at the same time. I am in awe. 

Iolanda lifts her head and smiles as she
sees me approaching, and quickly shoves
her work aside, extending her arms in greet-
ing. As I bend down to return the hug, I hear
the tinkling of her crochet hook as it boun-
ces on the flagstones and comes to rest at
my feet. I stoop to retrieve it and sit beside
her on the wooden bench next to the shed.

F U L L  C I R C L E

The author emigrated from Abruzzo to Canada when she was 
a little girl, but her natal village draws her back again and again 

through visits, stories, and songs.
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By Ermelinda Mancini

Illustration by Leslie Agan 

P E O P L E

https://leslieagan.com/


The intricate snowflake design she is copy-
ing is not out of a pattern book, but rather
from the identical doily that rests beside her.
Occasionally, she puts her work down and
picks up the sample version and studies it
carefully, her thumb and forefinger sepa-
rating the stitches and calculating the num-
bers required to replicate the elaborate pat-
tern. I compliment her on her talents and
embarrassingly tell her than I don’t have the
knack to create such keepsakes. She pro-
mises to teach me. 

I recognize the familiar shuffling as her
husband Peppino approaches, still limping
from his recent knee replacement surgery;
the knee is getting better, he nods, in answer
to my query. The cane that aids his gait is
held firmly in one hand – the bandaged hand
– the hand that three days ago underwent
surgery to treat carpal tunnel syndrome. He
grimaces and I know that the wound is still
tender. He hobbles towards us, saying he
needs to get the tractor geared up and at-
tach the wagon. The olive harvest is tomor-
row. He has already delayed the picking due
to the surgeries, and he can’t postpone it any
longer. 

As Peppino readies the equipment, I volun-
teer my help and that of my husband’s (in
absentia). As a biologist, my husband is
happiest when he is immersed in nature and
being amongst the olive groves would be
nirvana for him. 

Peppino goes silent for a moment and stares
off into the distance, pointing in the direction
of the snow-capped peaks. “Your father, may
he rest in peace, now there was a worker,” he
reminisces, as my offer to help triggers
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memories from the past.  “He toiled from
dawn till dusk up in those woods, creating
arable land where none existed.” 

Peppino chortles then. “There was no mis-
taking your father coming back to the village
after being out in the woods all day. He
would waddle home with the hoe and shovel
hoisted over one shoulder and firewood over
the other; the hem of his pants and the cuffs
of his shirt tied tightly with twine and bulging
at the seams. Inside his pant legs and down
the sleeve of each arm he had filled with
fruits and nuts, which he shared with us.
Those were hard times. You were too young
to remember,” he says, his eyes misting at
the memory.

I picture my father looking somewhat like the
Michelin Man. Ironically, I can also picture
my mother admonishing him for “looking like
a fool” as she was wont to say, when she
though he was embarrassing her. Appearan-
ces were important to my mother and my
father being the laughing-stock of the neigh-
bourhood would not have gone over well,
although partaking of the fruits of his labour
would have more than made up for his tom-
foolery, and mother was very forgiving. 

Peppino welcomes my offer to help and tells
me to be ready at 8:00 a.m. the following
day. When I make my husband aware of what
the next day’s agenda looks like, he is thrilled
and morning can’t come soon enough for
him. 

“Do you realize that this just might be the
highlight of our trip?” he beams. Personally,
mine was the day we spent in Monte Carlo,
but I am careful to not say so.



We wake up at daybreak, and eager as child-
ren on Christmas morning, we rush through
breakfast in our haste to get out the door.

I hop in the back of the wagon and Peppino
guides the rickety old tractor slowly down the
hairpin curves, sharing the road with city
buses, municipal trucks, and other vehicular
traffic. Iolanda and my husband follow behind
in our car, careful not to overtake us. 

Unlike me, Peppino is oblivious to the horn-
tooting and near misses, having navigated
these roads for nearly 50 years; it’s only in the
last 30 years though, that the tractor replaced
the donkey and cart. He laughs and says the
donkey moved faster.   

Peppino brings the tractor to a halt at the
base of a hill. I look up…way up. I had
assumed that we would be picking olives on
flat terra ferma and not perched on hillsides
like mountain goats. The incline reminds me
of the nose-bleed sections in concert
stadiums, but neither Iolanda nor Peppino
seem the least bit perturbed. 

We begin the climb up the steep slope, and it
takes my husband and me a while to get our
mountain legs. After our huffing and puffing
subside, we help lay out the netting under the
olive trees. With a hand-held rake, we comb
the branches, sending the ripened olives
tumbling to the nets below and working up 
an appetite.   

Lunch is a welcome break, with roasted red
pepper frittata on home-made rustic bread, 
an over-abundance (never) of Montepulciano
d’Abruzzo wine, and apricot jam-filled torte. 

Iolanda must have been up at sunrise to
prepare such a spread and we are most
grateful.

As we sit devouring our feast, I notice that
the gauze on Peppino’s bandaged hand is
seeping, but he is unmindful. 

When lunch is over, we continue our chores.
As the afternoon comes to a close, Peppino
is not pleased with this year’s harvest. He
blames it on the past summer’s dry, hot
spell. Wanting to put myself in my father’s
shoes and live his experience somewhat, I
shove heaping handfuls of olives down my
pant legs and coat sleeves. Peppino is on 
to me and winks, saying I have a long way
to go before I am my father’s daughter.  

It is not easy descending the hill being
weighted down as I am and, unlike my
father, I am not carrying farm implements
and firewood on top of it all. I am relieved 
to be rid of the extra load when I reach the
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bottom of the hill, where I empty my cloth-
ing’s contents into the wagon. 

We head back to the village, exhausted.
Once home, my husband and I slump on the
sofa tired, but with a renewed appreciation
and respect, not only for the family’s
patriarch, but also for the simple things in
life — the non-complicated things, the
natural things — where you can see your
achievements at the end of the day and pat
yourself on the back for a job well done. Our
bodies ache, but there is nothing weighing
heavy on our minds. We sleep soundly that
night. 

Three days later, Iolanda is at our door. “I
have something for you,” she says smiling,
extending a box my way. “It’s to thank you 
for your efforts up in the hills.” Inside are
five litres of cold-pressed, extra-virgin olive
oil. One bottle is beautifully wrapped in a
white doily. I recognize it instantly and
touch it to examine the intricate work.

There are two weeks left on our vacation and
we know the days will fly by. 

“Before you go, I will teach you to crochet so
you can make a doily even better than mine,”
Iolanda beams, confident in my abilities to
duplicate her talents. We are humbled.

As we pack our suitcases for our return trip 
to Canada, we carefully nestle between our
clothes a litre of the precious yellow-green
liquid, the one we so proudly had a hand in 
making, knowing that every drop we consume
will take us back to the hills of Abruzzo and
the simple and healthy lifestyle there. In my
carry-on bag is my own doily with the elabo-
rate snow-flake pattern. Thanks to a great
mentor, I too can now copy the complex de-
sign and, with patience and practice, perhaps
even make creations of my own. 

As we exchange goodbyes with Iolanda and
Peppino, we secure a spot for the next year’s
harvest.

Ermelinda Mancini was born in Serramo-
nacesca and emigrated with her parents at 
the age of seven. She lives in Ottawa, Canada.

Do you have a story you
would like to share?

 
Email it to

editor@abruzzissimo.com
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For centuries in autumn, herders took part 
in transhumance, a seasonal droving of live-
stock, moving their large sheep flocks from
Abruzzo to the plains of Tavoliere delle
Puglie. They followed the network of tracks
covering the regions. In spring, they went
back following the same roads. The main
route, il Regio tratturo, or Tratturo Magno, ran
from the city of L'Aquila to Foggia. Its width
was well defined: 60 Neapolitan steps, an
equivalent of 110 metres. Although local
shepherds do not do transhumance any-

more, the trails still exist and, last year, a
group of hiking tour guides created La Via del
Tratturo, a 112km multiday walking itinerary
from Pescasseroli in Abruzzo to Campobasso
in Molise for the outdoor enthusiasts who
want to discover the world of transhumant
trails.

“Last year, while walking for a week on the
ancient track from Pescasseroli to
Campobasso, I realized the potential of this
route and put the wheels in motion,” says
Luca Gianotti, the project’s coordinator. “My 

W A L K I N G  I N  
S H E P H E R D S ’  S T E P S

A new six-day walking itinerary, La Via del Tratturo, connects Abruzzo 
and Molise. Although still in the early stages of development, the walk
offers an exciting opportunity for hikers to follow shepherds’ trails and

learn about the ancient tradition of transhumance. 
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By Anna Lebedeva

OUTDOORS

An Abruzzese shepherd with his flock



30 years of experience as a walking tour guide
and creator of six other trails gave me the
necessary tools and strategies for getting the
project off the ground.”

CENTURIES-OLD TRADITION

Harsh winters of the Abruzzo’s mountains 
and the torrid summers in the plains of Apulia
forced the shepherds to move their flocks, so
the sheep had grass to graze on all year
around and produce quality wool, milk, and
meat. In autumn, on September 29 — the day
dedicated to St. Michael, protector of shep-
herds — the flocks began to move towards
Apulia and return to Abruzzo at the beginning
of summer. It took about fifteen days to arrive
to the destination. Boys as young as 8 years
old joined their fathers to learn the skills
necessary for transumanza.

Ancient Romans started the tradition of
seasonal droving of flocks from the high

mountains of Abruzzo to the plains of Apulia
and it brought riches to the Empire’s treasury.  

It was revived in 1447 when Alfonso the
Magnanimous, King of Naples, established
the customs house in Foggia and created a
thriving herding industry based on the produc-
tion of wool. By King’s order, the plains of
Tavoliere delle Puglie were reserved for tran-
shumant shepherds in winter and cultivated 
by local farmers in summer. In some years,
up to five million sheep were moved, so
customs duties represented an important
source of revenue for the Kingdom of Naples.

The last transhumant herders walked the
transhumance tracks in the 1960s. 

WALKING THE TRAIL

La Via del Tratturo runs through some of the
most beautiful towns of Abruzzo and Molise,
along mountain trails, dirt tracks, and second-
ary paved roads with little or no traffic. It is 
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walkable all year round, with the highest point
at an altitude of 1200 metres and is suitable
for any fitness level, although longer legs of
the journey are more arduous. 

So far only the first two parts of the itinerary, 
in the Abruzzo National Park, have been
marked with white and red signs and the let-
ters “RT” (Regio Tratturo). Before setting off
you will need to download GPS tracks from 
the dedicated  website. 

“We have launched a volunteering campaign 
to mark the trail and are hoping to finish the
job in May,” explains Luca Gianotti. “But we
would still recommend using the GPS tracks as
it normally takes a few years to adjust the
route and add waymarks. In the next four years
we hope to finish the part of the walk from
Campobasso to Apulia.” All information about
the walk is available in Italian only but Luca
says they would be happy if someone helped
them to translate the website into English.

You can tackle separate legs of the itinerary 
as one-day hikes, if you are not ready to go on
a six-day adventure. It is necessary to book
your overnight stays before setting off. On the
website you will find a list of recommended
B&Bs, and there are other options available if
you do your own research.

The tour company La Compagnia dei Cammini
organises a few small groups to walk La Via
del Tratturo throughout the year.

THE ITINERARY

If you are planning to do the full itinerary, take
a small stamp book at the starting point in
Pescasseroli. At the end of each leg, you 

can get it stamped and receive a certificate
of completion in Campobasso to frame and
proudly display on a wall in your house. 

DAY 1: PESCASSEROLI TO VILLETTA
BARREA

Distance: 19,5 km, takes six hours. 580m
ascent, 700m descent.

On this leg of the hike, you will walk in a pine
forest and easy ancient mule tracks, through
the small towns of Opi and Civitella Alfedena
where you can visit a wolf reserve.

DAY 2: VILLETTA BARREA TO VILLA
SCONTRONE

Distance: 17 km, takes five hours. 380m
ascent, 450m descent.

You will walk along the Sangro River towards
Lake Barrea. Make sure to stop in the town
of Barrea to see the medieval castle and
enjoy the panoramic views over the lake from
above. A few kilometres outside of the town
you will see an 18th-century boundary stone
with a carved cross marking the ancient trail. 
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Civitella Alfedena
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https://viadeltratturo.it/tracce-gps/
https://www.cammini.eu/


DAY 5: CIVITANOVA DEL SANNIO TO
CASTROPIGNANO

Distance: 16 km, takes five hours. 530m
ascent, 500m descent.

An easy part of the trail that will take you to
the small sleepy towns of Duronia, Faito, and
Castropignano with its magnificent d’Evoli
Castle.

DAY 6: CASTROPIGNANO TO CAMPOBASSO

Distance: 17 km, takes five hours. 560m
ascent, 460m descent.

You will cross the River Biferno and see
several transhumant churches and arrive to
the north of Campobasso where you can hop
on a bus to visit the city centre. 

For the full itinerary go to La Via del Tratturo
website. A detailed guidebook (in Italian) for
the route will be published this month,
available from the Ediciclo Editore website. 

All photos by La Via del Tratturo.
Below: Taverna della Zittola; right:  18th-century 
boundary stone outside Barrea

DAY 3: VILLA SCONTRONE TO
AGRITURISMO “IL TRATTURO”

Distance: 23,5 km, takes seven hours. 
800 m ascent, 600m descent.

Walking on secondary paved roads you will
reach an abandoned building where once
was the Taverna della Zittola. Here
shepherds used to stop to rest, eat, and
exchange goods while their flocks grazed
in the surrounding meadows. 

DAY 4: AGRITURISMO “IL TRATTURO” TO
CIVITANOVA DEL SANNIO

Distance: 18,5 km, takes six hours. 500m
ascent, 660m descent.

This leg of the trail is especially beautiful
in late spring when the meadows are co-
vered with blooming wild orchids. In the
village of Pescolanciano you can see an
ancient drinking fountain where sheep
quenched their thirst. 
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https://viadeltratturo.it/il-percorso/
https://www.ediciclo.it/


In WHO’s World Health Report 2000, Italy ranked
second for the quality of its healthcare system.
However, healthcare is fragmented in Italy and
one cannot expect the same speed and level of
treatment in much of the underfunded South as
in a wealthier city in the North. 

I have two cousins, both medical doctors from
Abruzzo, who helped me understand what the
region has been going through recently. Unfor-
tunately, the accounts are of a collapsing sys-
tem, with promises of new hospitals and reno-
vation of current ones getting lost in political
battles and trade union vetos. Add to this long
waiting lists for specialist visits and surgery,
underfunded and understaffed hospitals, ineffi-
cient IT platforms, and the odd case of poor
hygiene, and the picture can seem bleak.

However, a very positive note can be said of
family doctors who have put in much overtime 
to care for patients and send them in the right
direction. This has been the case in the smaller
towns and villages. It is certainly thanks to their
knowledge, goodwill, and contacts that one’s
medical experience in Abruzzo can be positive. 

In Italy, the constitution enshrines the right for
citizens and residents to receive healthcare (for
foreign citizens, you must first become a resi-

dent and sign up to the national health service,
the Servizio Sanitario Nazionale). This will not
change, but one cannot expect the same level of
treatment as 30 years ago, so Italians are opting
more for out-of-pocket private visits and surgery.
This also explain why residents in Italy are
increasingly taking out private health insurance. 

If you have time on your hands, you can scour 
the information available on the Internet to find
what’s right for you. Your Italian needs to be
good, since there is very little information in
English and you might need an insurance broker
or wealth planner to find the best suitable
options.

The cost of private insurance can vary signi-
ficantly. From my personal experience, most
people are paying between €1.500 and €4.000.
Two examples of insurance companies with
competitive premiums in Abruzzo are AXA and
Italiana Assicurazioni.

Another interesting option which is gaining popu-
larity in Italy is the mutual aid company. It offers
the possibility to become a "club member" where
everybody has the same rights. The factors that
affect the cost of an insurance policy do not
apply here, meaning the head of family and its
members can get covered for approximately
€2.000 and never worry of the cost ever rising.
Mutual Basis Assistance (MBA) has incorporated
many other mutual aid companies in the last
decade and is Italy’s largest.

Alessandro Antibo is a wealth planner at Milan-
based Solutions Capital Management SIM (SCM).
His mother was born in Abruzzo and he retains 
a close connection with the region. You can
contact him directly at a.antibo@gmail.com.

My husband and I have dual citizenship. We
are planning an early retirement next year
and will be moving in Abruzzo. What is
healthcare like there? What options will we
have?
Linda P., Toronto, Canada

H E A L T H C A R E  
I N  A B R U Z Z O
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ASK THE EXPERT

https://www.axa.it/
https://www.italiana.it/
https://www.mbamutua.org/en/
mailto:a.antibo@gmail.com


Last month, rosè wines from Abruzzo tri-
umphed at the prestigious Concours Mondial
di Bruxelles competition winning 16 medals.
The judges blind-tasted more than 1000
wines from all over the world and Cerasuolo
d’Abruzzo DOC made quite an impression.

Cerasuolo is made from Montepulciano
d’Abruzzo grapes using the white wine vini-
fication. The fruit are harvested earlier than
those for red wine in order to preserve a good
level of acidity and the fresh notes typical for
Cerasuolo. The grapes are pressed and skins,
stalks, and seeds are removed immediately 
or after a short maceration, up to 30 hours.
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo grape skins have 
a dense dark colour which lends a stunning
intense shade of pink to Cera-suolo. Each
producer tweaks and adjusts this basic pro-
cedure (skin contact time, the press type,
etc.) to add a special character to their rosè. 

In 2010, Cerasuolo d’Abruzzo DOC was recog-
nized as a separate category (denominazione
di origine controllata) with a specified pro-
duction area, methods, and guaranteed qua-
lity standard. 

There are only two other regions in Italy which
make quality pink vino: Apulia and Veneto.
Despite the centuries-long tradition of
Cerasuolo, Abruzzo has been lagging be-hind,
quality-wise. Until now. The thirst for rosè has
been rapidly growing worldwide and
Cerasuolo d’Abruzzo DOC is gathering acco-
lade among international wine connoisseurs.
At Concours Mondial di Bruxelles, 16
Abruzzo's producers won medals, second 
to only the region of Veneto, a long-time pink
wine leader. 

Cerasuolo d’Abruzzo has a good structure
and lovely tannins, unlike its many interna-

1. CERASUOLO D’ABRUZZO DOC, TERZINI

Named “The best Italian rosè in 2021” and also won
the Gold Medal among all international rosè selection
at Concours Mondial di Bruxelles. Fragrant and fresh
with persistent notes of cherry and raspberries. 
Buy: directly from Cantina Terzini online. 
Price: €9.50

2. CONTESA ROSATO, CONTESA

Floral aromas of rose, violet, and a hint of
pomegranate. On the palate, this wine is fresh and
well-balanced. Pairs well with sushi.
Buy: directly from the producer or on Abruzzowine.it.
Price: €11

3. LE MURATE ROSÉ, FATTORIA NICODEMI

A symphony of fruitiness: elegant notes of
strawberries, raspberries, and pomegranate. Pairs
perfectly with local cured meats. 
Buy: Fattoria Nicodemi online.
Price: €8-9

4. CERASUOLO D’ABRUZZO DOC, TENUTA SECOLO
IX

An elegant fresh bouquet of cherries and roses with
a hint of vanilla. Drink it with a rich fish stew brodetto
or local cured meats.
Buy: Tenuta Secolo IX online shop or Wineowine.it.
Price: €12-15

tional blush-coloured cousins, so it pairs well
with strong pasta dishes and grilled meats. So,
get your fornacella out, cook a few dozens of
arrosticini, and pop a bottle of chilled Cerasuolo
to celebrate Abruzzo’s winemakers’ skills and
spring’s arrival. Here I list a few of the winners
that received medals in Brussels last month. 

THE BEST ITALIAN ROSÈ 
IS MADE IN ABRUZZO
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By Anna Swann

Photo by Julian Civiero

FOOD&WINE

1 2 3 4

https://concoursmondial.com/it/concours-mondial-de-bruxelles/
https://www.cantinaterzini.it/prodotto/cerasuolo-dabruzzo/
https://contesa.it/
https://www.abruzzowine.it/it/vini-rosati/77-cerasuolo-contesa.html
https://www.nicodemi.com/negozio/le-murate-cerasuolo-abruzzo-doc/
https://shop.tenutasecoloix.it/
https://www.wineowine.it/cerasuolo-d-abruzzo-doc-2019-tenuta-secolo-ix
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TRADITIONAL

B U O N A  P A S Q U A

EASTER RECIPES

F R O M
A B R U Z Z O



I want to share with ABRUZZISSIMO
readers a recipe for our Easter cake
called pizza di Pasqua or, in the dialect
of my town of Magliano de' Marsi, pizza
alla pala. The name derives from the
fact that the pizza was baked directly in
the wood-fired oven, without using a
sheet pan, and that the tool used to put
the pizza in the oven was the pala, a
pizza shovel.

Like all traditional recipes, this one
varies slightly in different areas
because each family makes its own
version.

In my town, pizza di Pasqua is eaten for
breakfast on Easter morning with local
salami, boiled eggs, mint frittata, lamb
coratella (innards cooked in a frying
pan), and chocolate. 

1.5 kg flour
4 potatoes (boiled, peeled, and mashed)
24 gr dry quick yeast, divided in two parts
a pinch of salt 
600 ml water (lukewarm)
250 gr sugar
2 eggs at room temperature
125 ml milk (lukewarm)
50 ml olive oil 
30 ml rhum
1 teaspoon of cinnamon
zest of one lemon 
150/200 gr raisins 
200 g other dried fruit, e.g., apricots, figs
(optional)
75 g dark chocolate, cut into small
chunks (optional)

PIZZA DI  PASQUA

RECIPES
A
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By Giulia Pietrobattista



To make this pizza, part of the dough has 
to be made the night before. Start by combi-
ning and stirring together 500 gr of flour with
two potatoes, half of the yeast (which has to
be dissolved in the water) and salt. The
dough should remain very soft, almost
liquid.

Let the dough sit overnight in a bowl co-
vered with a kitchen towel.

The next morning you start by making a 
flour “fountain,” which means you put the
remaining flour on a wooden board and
make a small well in the center, where you
will put and combine together the remaining
ingredients. 

Start by adding the sugar, the remaining
potatoes, the eggs, the dough from the
previous day, oil, yeast (dissolved in warm
milk), rhum, cinnamon, lemon zest, raisins,
candied fruits, and chocolate. Mix everything
together until you get a soft dough that
doesn’t stick to your hands.

With this dough you will get about three
very big pizzas or five smaller ones, so you
should divide the dough according to the
size you want your pizzas to be. Once you
section the dough, make oval filoni (loaves). 

Put each loaf on a baking tray lined with
baking paper. Put baking paper on top of
the loaf and cover with a kitchen towel. Let
the dough rise somewhere warm for at least
five-to-six hours. 

Once the loaf has risen, remove the kitchen
towel and the paper from the loaves  and
bake at 180°C for 50-60 minutes (depend-
ing on the size of your loaf).

As soon as you remove the loaves from the
oven, brush the top of them with a mixture
of water and sugar (let the sugar dissolve 
in the water first), let them cool down a bit
and, finally, enjoy them! 

Giulia Pietrobattista lives in Magliano de'
Marsi. She is an amateur photographer who
is passionate about traditional food and
travel. 
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R E C I P E S



During Easter celebrations we, Abruzzesi,
eat a lot of fiadoni and fraungelle, tradi-
tional cheese puffs, one savoury and one
slightly sweeter. They can be found all year
round in some bakeries, but especially
during the Easter period they are prepared
at home and exchanged as a gift.

Historically, when domestic kitchens were
very frugal and ovens were rare, they would
be prepared at home in huge quantities and
taken to a local bakery to be cooked, where
a slot had been previously booked. A lot of
people in my town still remember women
carrying large trays on their head full of
fiadoni and fraungelle. The town was filled
with the fragrant scent of the freshly baked
cheese puffs when the women walked back
home with their treats.

Two main Easter ingredients in Abruzzo are
cheese, especially pecorino, and eggs. You
will find these in abundance in almost every
Easter recipe. For fiadoni and fraungelle,
you will need hard cheeses to achieve the
puffy effect. A mix of cow’s and sheep’s
milk cheese is preferred so that they are
not too delicate and neither too strong. A
rigatino cheese mixed with pecorino is the
most common combination. 

Fiadoni and fraungelle have been included
in the official list of Italian Traditional Agri-
food Products (P.A.T.) by the Ministry of
Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies. 

Happy Easter, everyone! May the spring
bring you joy, health, and abundance!

Connie De Vincentis runs a home res-
taurant and cooking school in Tocco da
Casauria.

For the filling:
300 gr grated rigatino cheese (or parmigiano
reggiano)
300 gr grated pecorino cheese
2 medium eggs

For the pastry:
500 gr plain flour 
½ glass of olive oil
½ glass white wine
2 eggs + 1 egg for the egg wash
A pinch of salt

Place flour on a board and make a well. Pour
oil, water, the two eggs, and a pinch of salt in
the well and mix with a fork. Start bringing the
flour towards the liquid, and knead to create a
firm dough. Leave to rest while you prepare the
filling.

In a bowl, mix grated cheese and eggs. You
should obtain a soft but not runny mixture that
stays firmly on a spoon.

Roll out the pasty into a thin sheet. You can
use a pasta rolling machine for this. Cut round
discs the size of a cup.

EASTER CHEESE 
PUFFS
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By Connie De Vincentis

R E C I P E S

FIADONI

P R E P A R A T I O N

https://www.facebook.com/conniescookingschool/
https://www.facebook.com/conniescookingschool/


Place one tablespoon of the filling in the centre
of the pastry disc, leaving a wide border. 

Form the pastry into a small basket around the
filling by pinching the pastry every 1 cm or so
(see the photo). 

Cut thin strips of pastry and use two strips to
form a cross over the filling. 

Place fraungelle on a lined oven tray, brush the
cross and the borders of the pastry with the
egg wash. 

Bake in a 180C until golden and puffy (around
15 to 20 minutes). 

Put a tablespoon of the cheese filling on
each disc, fold it over and seal the edges
to obtain a ravioli shape. Make a small
cut in the shape of a cross in the middle
of each fiadone. This allows the fiadoni
to puff up and the cheese will ooze
beautifully from the cut. Beat up one egg
to make egg wash and brush fiadoni
with it.

Bake in at 180C until golden and puffy
(around 15 to 20 minutes). 

Fiadoni will last a few days. I place mine
in baskets lined with cotton or linen and
cover them with a towel.

For the filling:
200 gr grated rigatino cheese (or
parmigiano reggiano)
150 gr grated pecorino cheese
150 gr sheep’s milk ricotta
2 medium-to-large eggs
Orange zest
3 tbsp sugar

For the pastry:
see the ingredients for fiadoni pastry
1 egg for the egg wash

The procedure for the pastry is the same
as for fiadoni.

To make the filling, mix well all
ingredients in a bowl.

Create you discs slightly larger than for
fiadoni (using a cookie cutter or a cup)
to leave room for the “pinching.”

Do you have a family recipe 
you want to share with us?

 
Send it to 

editor@abruzzissimo.com
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R E C I P E S

FRAUNGELLE

I N G R E D I E N T S

P R E P A R A T I O N

Fraungelle

Putting egg wash on fiadoni
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